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DESIGN OF  
A LIFETIME

Comfort and contemporary style combine  
in a dream Fort Worth residence.
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The story we’re often told is that anyone 
can have a dream home with the right 
design team, budget or can of paint. 
But for the owners of this Fort Worth 
residence, it came after a lifetime of 
building, buying and decorating—and 
learning along the way what qualities they 
value most. They distilled those lessons 

into five criteria —comfort, quality, efficiency, easy 
upkeep and a strong indoor-outdoor connection—
which they shared with builder David Lewis, designer 
Denise McGaha and architects Tricy Magadini and 
Bruce Bernbaum, whose project manager was Scott 
Taylor. This time around, the wife also envisioned a 
more contemporary design, which was a dramatic 
departure from the couple’s previous Spanish-style 
home. “We’d never had contemporary,” she recalls, 
“and I said to my husband, ‘Just let me do this once 
and see what you think.’ ”

To ease the transition from a traditional aesthetic, 
Magadini used clean-lined architecture she describes 
as “a soft sort of contemporary,” including hipped 
roofs and walls of glass and white limestone, all 
accented with touches of stucco and wood. “The 
limestone is a classic Texas material,” she explains, 
“but we did it here in a clean cut that gives it a more 
contemporary feel.” At the same time, the addition 
of the wood and all the glass also helps to make the 
spaces feel approachable and comfortable.

Inside the one-story, 4,200-square-foot 
residence, which opens onto expansive, hardscaped 
outdoor living areas accessible through tall glass 
doors, designer McGaha aimed to strike a similar 
balance. And because the owners had sold every 
stick of furniture with their previous house, the 
designer was starting from scratch. “Which was 
amazing,” McGaha notes, “but it also meant we 
had to immediately create a feeling for the home.” 
That overarching feeling, she decided, would be 
one of phenomenal openness, with rich textures 
and neutral colors imparting a sense of warmth. 
“I didn’t want the cold look you can get sometimes 
with this style of house,” the client says. “I call this 
contemporary, but it’s still very comfortable.”

To balance the family room’s white walls, 
McGaha added white-oak floors, leather panels 
that conceal hidden shelving on the fireplace wall, 

and furnishings in durable, organic materials—
from velvets and wools to natural stones and 
French oak. “My client was a little nervous about 
white walls so I assured her we would provide 
other layers for warmth,” the designer explains. 
In the adjacent kitchen, the tactile qualities of a 
leathered-stone island top, Taj Mahal quartzite 
backsplash and countertops, and dark wood 
cabinetry help balance the space’s sleek lines. 

With the interiors relatively spare, each furniture 
piece needed to have huge import. “The homeowner 
believes in furniture as art and really wanted pieces 
she’d never seen anywhere else,” McGaha says. 
A sculptural, gold-leaf dining table fit that bill, 
as did the glam, gold-footed chairs surrounding 
it. But the design detail the owner coveted most 
was the high-tech, ultra-luxe custom cabinetry 
by German maker Eggersmann, which conceals 
kitchen storage space and appliances behind touch-
to-open panels in textured wood and mirrored glass. 
“I love the streamlined look and the way they’re  
just superb in their operation,” the wife explains. 

While these details are striking in their 
simplicity, others are simply striking, including 
the powder bathroom’s Japanese rice-paper 
wallcovering, which is hand-painted with  
abstract fuchsia flowers appearing to drip down 
the walls. “Purple was the color of the day, and I 
was tasked with introducing it in a chic, fun and 
sophisticated way,” notes McGaha, who leaned 
into the challenge, commissioning custom-
colored sconces to perfectly match the design. 
“It’s a small element some people won’t notice, 
but it was super important we got it right,” the 
designer adds. “That we did this project from 
the ground up in nine months and were still able 
to execute special things like this speaks to the 
wonderful artisans we employed.”

Magadini agrees. “The builder appreciates 
details and how they are drawn a certain way 
because the architect has a vision in mind,” she 
explains, adding: “It’s not just about building the 
house, it’s building this whole idea of what the 
house wants to be.” And in this case, the residence 
got its wish. “It actually ended up being my  
dream home,” the homeowner says, “after all 
these years.” 

The Urban Electric Co.’s Yves 
Hang light in the dining area 

illuminates Philip Nimmo’s Forma 
table—featuring a matte-black, 

hand-hammered iron base with 
a gold-leaf interior—and Natasha 

Baradaran Little Black Dress  
chairs from Jean de Merry 

upholstered in a jacquard-weave 
by Schumacher. A photograph by 
Jessica Gilbert hangs on the wall.
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The main family area is lined with 
Eggersmann cabinetry concealed 

behind taupe leather panels. A 
Tufenkian rug defines the seating 

area comprising a Liaigre sofa and 
armchair from David Sutherland, 
Eero Saarinen Womb chair from 
Design Within Reach and Holly 

Hunt Studio Laredo cocktail table.
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Right: Eggersmann cabinetry in 
dark wood and mirrored glass 

conceals the kitchen’s functional 
elements. A leathered-stone 

island top, Taj Mahal quartzite 
countertops and backsplash 

and porcelain wall panels with 
the look of patinated steel add 

texture. The Urban Electric 
Co.’s Winston pendant hangs 

above a faucet sourced through 
Expressions Home Gallery. 

Opposite: The owner’s request 
for a house open to the outside 

is evident in the lounge area, 
which features Liaigre Conches 

armchairs around a Highland 
House Menil cocktail ottoman. 

McCollin Bryan Lens tables from 
Holly Hunt and a Perennials 

rug from David Sutherland add 
subtle purple tones. 
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“PURPLE  WAS THE 
COLOR OF THE DAY , 

AND I  WAS TASKED 
WITH INTRODUCING IT 

IN  A  CHIC ,  FUN AND  
SOPHIST ICATED WAY .” 

  – D E N I S E  M C G A H A

Heated limestone floors, radiant-heating units concealed in the ceiling and retractable Phantom Screens make the terrace an 
extension of the interior. Here, the Great Lakes three-seat sofas, Cubist Cool table, Peninsula C side tables and Perennials rug 

are all from David Sutherland. NatureScapes designed and installed the home’s landscaping. 
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Left: Sourced from David 
Sutherland, Porter Teleo’s 
Japanese rice-paper 
wallcovering in Floral Graffiti 
depicts hand-painted abstract 
flowers appearing to drip down 
the powder bathroom walls 
toward the Bardiglio marble  
tile flooring. A Graff Phase  
floor-mounted vessel filler  
pairs with a honed-marble 
Kreoo pedestal sink.

Opposite: A Phillip Jeffries 
silk wallcovering and 
lacquered nightstand from 
George Cameron Nash 
in a custom blue topped 
with a Kathryn McCoy lamp 
create a soft, feminine vibe 
in the main bedroom. The 
palette complements the 
Century Soho bed’s Kravet 
velvet upholstery as well as 
the veining in the adjacent 
bathroom’s wall tiles.
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